BEER

WATER
MALT
HOPS
YEAST
THAT’S IT.

WEST HOUSE BEER
ST. MUNGO

MALTY | CRISP | GOLDEN

4.9%

Named after the patron saint of Glasgow and fellow
brewer, this is our flagship Premium lager.
St. Mungo is a perfect hybrid of a traditional Bavarian
‘Helles’ lager and a Northern German ‘Pils’, which makes
for a complex yet very drinkable beer. Its natural
carbonation and firm crisp taste perfectly counters its
malty body. We think St Mungo pairs with any food as it is
such a balanced beer. We even use it in our fish batter.
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2009 DLG German Gold Medal Winner.

WEST 4

LIGHT | CITRUS | EASY-DRINKING

4%

With all the balanced flavours of a traditional crisp, clean
German lager, WEST 4 is light in colour and body. It strikes
the perfect balance between malty sweet and bitter hop
flavours to deliver an easy-drinking lager with a
refreshing zesty finish. This is a particularly great beer for
warm weather, beer gardens and BBQs.

HEIDI-WEISSE

FRUITY | CLOUDY | BANANA
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5.2%

This Bavarian-style wheat beer is a homage to WEST
founder Petra Wetzel’s childhood in Franconia (and also
the name of the original brewery dog!)
Brewed with 64% malted wheat, our Heidi-Weisse is a
complex and refreshing beer of low bitterness and with
top notes of clove and banana. Finished in a traditional
unfiltered style, it is a great accompaniment to sweet
and savoury foods, or the perfect fruity refreshment on a
sunny afternoon.

JUG

£16.80

MUNICH RED

CARAMEL | TOASTED | RUBY

4.9%

Brewed to our own unique recipe, this Munich style red
lager uses a high proportion of toasted malted barley,
which gives the beer its unique colour, smooth and
creamy body, and sweet biscuit flavour.
This is a lager that may convert even the staunchest ale
aficionado. We recommend Munich Red with heart
warming stews.

FEIERABEND

DRY | GRAPE | GOOSEBERRY

RICH | CHOCOLATE | COFFEE
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4.6%

‘Feierabend’ is a German phrase meaning ‘the successful
end of a working day’. This dry, single hopped pilsner is
the perfect ‘clocking-off’ pint with its subtle fruitiness and
hints of white wine.
Think a beer with all the flavours of Prosecco and the
bitterness of a northern German pilsner. Enjoy with
colleagues and share a WEST sausage platter.

WEST BLACK
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4.6%

When we wanted to expand our ale portfolio, where
better to look than porters and stouts.
This is our proud take on a rich and flavoursome stout
using a German variety of black malt to give the
anticipated black colour and all the flavours of liquorice
through to chocolate and coffee to burnt toast. Caramel
malts give an underlying rich sweetness and Herkules
hops tie everything together. We suggest pairing with
cheese and crackers.
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GERMAN PALE ALE

5.2%

FLORAL | GRASSY | DELICATELY HOPPED

Our pale ale is all about hops. A noticeable bitterness and
dry finish make for a moreish beer with lots and lots of
hop aromas.
GPA is a pale ale showcasing a balance between old
world classic German hops and new world American
hops. There are flavours of dried lemons and peppery
spice while Hallertau Mittelfrüh adds a mild herbal quality.
This hoppy beer goes extremely well with hot and spicy
foods and we would strongly suggest a currywurst.

WILD WEST
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4.9%

FULL-BODIED | HAZY | GRAPEFRUIT

This hazy golden lager is an easy drinking and
well-balanced lager with a slight twist.
An unfiltered version of St. Mungo that has all the same
grassy, spicy and herbaceous flavours and aromas, albeit
turned up to 11, with a slight tang added from the yeast
left in suspension. Wild WEST is a premium lager which
finishes with a little more bite.
We think it’s good with spätzle but any excuse really.

DUNKEL

MALTY | MILK CHOCOLATE | DARK

4.9%

Dunkel means dark in German and describes this beer
perfectly. This milk chocolate brown lager is full of toasty
aromas with subtle flavours of chocolate and even coffee.
Extra pale and light Munich malts are accented with
roasted barely and caramel malts to give a mild, sweet,
creamy finish. The perfect pint to end your meal alongside
a cheeseboard.
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BAR SNACKS

Served All Day

WEST Beer Battered Chicken Strips with Currywurst Dip £5.00
Black Pudding Croquettes with Apple Sauce

£5.00

Onion & Beer Bhajis with WEST Chilli Sauce

£5.00

Devilled Whitebait with Feierabend Hot Sauce

£5.00

Chunky Hand Cut Chips with Garlic Mayonnaise

£3.50

Skinny Fries

£2.50

Mixed Olives

£2.00

Salted | Unsalted Pretzel

£2.00

THE BEER

We are the only brewery in the UK to brew all of our beers in
strict accordance with the German Purity Law of 1516 — the
Reinheitsgebot. Brewing with only four ingredients and no
additives or preservatives. Water, malt, hops, yeast and that’s
it!
Our promise of purity is what makes us different to any other
brewery.
Join one of our tours to find out more.
Phone: 0141 550 0135
Email: brewerytour@westbeer.com

GOT AN EVENT?

View our stunning Courtyard space and private Hop Room
which are both unique and special in their own way and can
accommodate up to 250 people.
To find out more, please call 0141 550 0135 (option 2) and ask
for a member of our team.

GETTING MARRIED?

Ask for our WEST Wedding Brochure and imagine what your
Wedding at WEST could look like. From your intimate
ceremony through to your evening reception, our dedicated
team will ensure your special day is everything you have ever
dreamed of.
To find out more, please email weddings@westbeer.com

@westbeer
@westonthegreen

